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Abstract 

The dynamics of electronically excited helium nanodroplets are studied by 

femtosecond time-resolved photoelectron imaging. EUV excitation into a broad 

absorption band centered around 23.8 eV leads to an indirect photoemission process that 

generates ultraslow photoelectrons. A 1.58 eV probe pulse transiently depletes the 

indirect photoemission signal for pump-probe time delays <200 fs and enhances the 

signal beyond this delay. The depletion is due to suppression of the indirect ionization 

process by the probe photon, which generates a broad, isotropically emitted photoelectron 

band. Similar time scales in the decay of the high energy photoelectron signal and the 

enhancement of the indirect photoemission signal suggest an internal relaxation process 

that populates states in the range of a lower energy droplet absorption band located just 

below the droplet ionization potential (IP~23.0 eV). A nearly 70% enhancement of the 
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ultraslow photoelectron signal indicates that interband relaxation plays a more dominant 

role for the droplet de-excitation mechanism than photoemission.  

  

I. Introduction 

Since the early 1990’s, helium nanodroplets HeN, N>103, have attracted a steadily 

increasing amount of attention across a number of scientific communities.1-3 Today, 

clusters of 4He atoms are probably best known for their use as a superfluid host that 

enables spectroscopic studies on regular and exotic species at temperatures of ~0.4 K.4-12 

He droplets exhibit a unique combination of cryogenic temperatures, superfluidity, nano-

scale dimensions, excellent dopant pickup capability, high effective heat capacity, and 

high electronic excitation energies. These properties continue to inspire a range of proven 

and proposed applications, from providing nano-scale reaction chambers13,14 to hosting 

biological samples in ultrafast single shot diffractive imaging experiments at 4th 

Generation Light Sources.15-17 

In this work, we investigate the femtosecond time-resolved electronic and nuclear 

dynamics of pure large (N~2*106) helium droplets following extreme ultraviolet (EUV) 

excitation into a broad absorption band spanning the photon energy range from the 

droplet ionization potential (IP) at ~23.0 eV to the atomic helium IP at 24.6 eV. 

Fluorescence excitation measurements by Möller and co-workers18 have shown that 

photoexcitation of helium droplets in this energy range leads to the emission of atomic 

helium Rydberg states and highly ro-vibronically excited helium molecules. 

Photoionization experiments by Fröchtenicht and co-workers19 and photoelectron 

imaging studies by Peterka and co-workers20,21 have demonstrated that photoionization 
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within this range proceeds via an indirect process. Most remarkably, the photoelectron 

images are largely independent of photon energy and comprise a single feature with an 

intensity maximum close to zero and a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of less than 

1 meV. 

Thus far, it has been challenging to identify the mechanism by which these slow 

electrons are produced. Several interpretations have been proposed to explain this result 

as well as other evidence for electron energy loss following indirect ionization of pure 

and doped He droplets.12,18-20,22-26 For example, energy loss may result from the formation 

of cavities inside the droplet, so-called “bubbles”, that enclose defects such as 

photoelectrons or Rydberg atoms, efficiently transferring energy to the bulk during their 

formation and the excited regions’ travel to the droplet surface where the bubbles’ 

contents is released with very small kinetic energy.20-22,27-30 It is also possible that slow 

electrons are formed by vibrational autoionization of Rydberg states, i.e. the transfer of 

vibrational to electronic energy facilitated by neutral states that are embedded in the ionic 

continuum.20,21 

With the recent advent of femtosecond pulse duration EUV light sources31-34 an 

entirely new set of tools becomes available to probe the dynamics of helium droplets after 

electronic excitation. Here, we present the first femtosecond time-resolved study of the 

electronic and nuclear dynamics in helium droplets, probing the electronic states prepared 

in the EUV that lead to the emission of photoelectrons below the atomic ionization 

threshold and to the emission of neutral helium Rydberg atoms and molecules. The 

principle of the experiment is outlined in Fig. 1. Droplets are excited by a femtosecond 

pump pulse with a photon energy centered around ~23.7 eV. The evolution of 
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electronically excited states is monitored by subsequent ionization using a 1.58 eV 

(785 nm) probe pulse that is delayed by up to 100 ps relative to the pump pulse.  

With this setup, both the droplet EUV photoionization mechanism as well as the 

desorption of helium Rydberg atoms and molecules can be probed with femtosecond 

time-resolution. For example, most He*(1snl) Rydberg states with n>2 can be ionized by 

the probe pulse. These states have very distinct photoelectron images,35 which permits 

direct probing of their rates of production. In addition, the probe pulse should deplete the 

population of the electronically excited droplets created by the EUV pump pulse, 

resulting in depletion of the low energy electron signal at early times and recovery at later 

times. The presented data indeed show evidence for these and other effects, yielding new 

insights into the decay mechanisms of electronically excited droplets. Specifically, a 

depletion of the low energy photoelectron signal at pump-probe time delays below 

~200 fs is observed, followed by an enhancement at longer delays. The findings are 

interpreted in terms of a relaxation mechanism in which the droplet undergoes a 

transition from an initially excited electronic band to an energetically lower-lying band 

from which it can be re-excited into the upper band by the probe pulse. This picture is 

supported by the observation of a broad photoelectron band that decays on a time scale 

that is comparable to the rise time of the low energy photoelectron enhancement.  

 

II. Experiment 

The experiments are carried out using a new apparatus designed for femtosecond 

time-resolved photoelectron imaging studies in the EUV (Fig. 2). A femtosecond EUV 

light source based on high-order harmonic generation is interfaced to a previously 
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designed He droplet instrument with photoelectron imaging capabilities.36 Femtosecond 

duration EUV pulses are generated in the nonlinear interaction of an intense femtosecond 

infrared (IR) laser pulse with a gaseous medium.37-40 The co-propagating fundamental IR 

light is removed from the EUV beam path by a two-stage silicon-based dichroic mirror40 

followed by a 100 nm thick aluminum filter. In a second beam branch, a small fraction of 

the IR laser light is routed through a retro-reflector mounted on a computer-controlled 

translation stage allowing for the adjustment of the relative time delay between the two 

branches. The IR beam is recombined with the EUV beam by means of an annular 

mirror. The EUV beam passes through the central hole while the IR beam is reflected off 

the outer parts of the mirror. A curved multilayer mirror focuses both beams on the gas 

target. The layer structure of a Mg/SiC mirror is optimized to reflect at hν=23.7 eV (15th 

harmonic) and to suppress other EUV components. A high specular IR reflectivity of the 

mirror allows to simultaneously focus both beams with a single optical component. The 

position of a concave lens in the IR beam path is optimized to achieve the same effective 

focal length for both EUV and IR beams enabling maximum overlap of the two focal 

volumes.  

The commercial femtosecond IR laser system (Kapteyn-Murnane Laboratories 

Red Dragon) provides pulses with a center wavelength of 785 nm, a duration of 25 fs 

(FWHM) and energies of up to 5 mJ at a 3 kHz repetition rate. Pulse energies of 2.5-3 mJ 

are used for the experiments described herein. The fundamental IR beam is focused into a 

gas cell by a concave mirror with a 200 cm nominal focal length. The cell consists of a 

stainless steel tube that is sealed by 50 µm thick nickel foils on both ends. The IR beam 

drills pinholes into the foils that transmit the laser and the harmonic light. The distance 
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between the nickel foils defines a cell length of 2.5 cm. The cell is filled with krypton or 

xenon at a typical pressure of ~4 Torr (~530 Pa), which is maintained by a closed-loop 

controlled needle valve. The achieved relative pressure stability of better than 0.1% has 

proven to be instrumental for the overall reproducibility of the experiment. The 

fundamental IR beam enters and exits the gas cell through holes in the nickel foils that 

are drilled by the laser beam itself within a fraction of a second. The resulting gas flow 

out of the cell leads to a background pressure of about 10-4 Torr in the surrounding 

vacuum chamber, which is reduced to less than 10-8 Torr downstream by differential 

pumping along the EUV propagation direction. 

The dichroic mirror consists of two blocks of silicon which are positioned such 

that their superpolished surfaces are aligned parallel with respect to each other and at a 

75° incidence angle with respect to the IR beam. This Brewster’s angle geometry leads to 

an efficient absorption of the IR beam (extinction ~104) while the harmonic radiation is 

reflected with an average reflectivity of ~40 % on each silicon surface.40 Further 

suppression of residual IR contributions in the EUV beam is provided by a 100 nm thick 

aluminum filter, which has ~80 % transmission in the EUV region of interest.41 The 

spectrum and spatial mode of the EUV beam is analyzed by means of a homebuilt in situ 

EUV spectrometer/beam-profiler described in detail elsewhere.42 An example for an 

EUV spectrum is shown in the inset of Fig. 2. 

Selection of the desired harmonic is performed with a Mg/SiC multilayer mirror 

that has a nominal focal length of 50 cm and is provided by the Center for X-ray Optics 

(CXRO) at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The multilayer mirror reflectivity in 

the optimized photon energy range of the 15th harmonic is determined to ~30 %. We note 
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that other harmonic orders are reflected with non-negligible efficiency. However, their 

contribution to the results is deemed to be minor due to their large energy spacing and 

negligible overlap with any structure in the helium droplet absorption spectrum. The total 

EUV photon flux (pump pulse) in the interaction volume is determined to 

~5x106 photons/pulse (~20 pJ / pulse) using a calibrated VUV photodiode (International 

Radiation Detectors AXUV100G). The multilayer mirror also focuses the IR light from 

the second branch (~5 µJ of pulse energy), used as the probe pulse, into the interaction 

volume. 

The helium droplet apparatus and photoelectron imaging setup are described in 

detail elsewhere.36 Briefly, helium droplets are generated by expanding helium gas 

(Airgas, 99.9999% purity) at temperatures of 10-20 K and pressures of 20-80 bar through 

a 5 µm orifice into a vacuum chamber. After expansion and droplet formation, the beam 

passes through two skimmers with 2 mm orifice diameters before entering the interaction 

volume. The source pressure and temperature in the current experiments are set to 80 bar 

and 13 K, respectively. Under these conditions, the average droplet size is expected to be 

N~2*106 atoms.1 Images of free helium atoms are recorded either by introducing an 

effusive helium beam into the interaction volume from a nearby gas cell or by operating 

the droplet source in a regime of temperatures and pressures that inhibit the formation of 

any helium clusters. 

Photoelectrons are imaged onto a microchannel plate-based detector by means of 

a Velocity-Map-Imaging (VMI) spectrometer.43 The back of the detector is equipped with 

a phosphor screen producing photoelectron images in the visible that are recorded with a 

high-resolution high-sensitivity CCD camera. The electric polarization vectors of both 
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linearly polarized beams are aligned parallel with respect to each other and perpendicular 

with respect to the extraction direction of the photoelectrons. Under these conditions, the 

VMI setup allows to extract both photoelectron kinetic energies and photoelectron 

angular distributions (PADs) from the 2D images. 

For each pump-probe time delay, two images are recorded: one with both beams 

present and a second using the EUV beam only. By analyzing the difference of the two 

images, most signal background contributions due to parasitic harmonic light and camera 

noise can be readily removed. The total photoelectron count rate is estimated to be about 

1 kHz or less, requiring acquisition times in the range from 10 s to 1 min per image. The 

time delays are varied in steps of 20 fs to 2 ps depending on the total time delay range of 

the data set. For each data set, several sweeps across the entire range of time delays are 

recorded with alternating sweep directions to minimize the impact of any systematic 

signal variations during the course of the experiment on the measured transient 

photoelectron images. From the measured rise time of the atomic helium photoelectron 

signal corresponding to ionization of transiently populated Rydberg states, the apparatus 

function (pump-probe cross-correlation function width) is found to be 100 fs (FWHM). 

 

III. Results 

Complementary signals from direct and indirect photoionization processes 

dominate different parts of the transient photoelectron images. Indirect droplet ionization 

below the atomic IP leads to an intense photoelectron signal that is restricted to a very 

small region in the center of the detector. In contrast, direct ionization by the probe pulse 

promotes photoelectrons to higher kinetic energies and thus towards the outer area of the 
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detector. The experimental challenge is to disentangle the transient signal contributions in 

both detector regions and to combine the results in a unified picture. 

 

A. Transient photoelectron images and spectra 

Fig. 3 shows the typical evolution of photoelectron images as a function of pump-

probe time delays for droplets (N~2*106, upper part) and free atoms (lower part). Note 

that for time delays ≥0 fs, the sequence of images shows the difference between the 

“pump+probe” and “pump only” signals. The atomic PADs and energy distributions in 

Fig. 3 are readily described by IR-photoionization of transiently populated atomic 

Rydberg states. This process has recently been discussed in depth by Haber et al. for 

selected 1s3p and 1s4p states.35 In brief, the three structures correspond, in increasing 

distance from the center, to ionization of atomic 1s3p (1P), 1s4p (1P), and 1s5p (1P) 

Rydberg states that are excited within the energy bandwidth of the pump pulse. The 

corresponding signals appear stationary within the range of positive pump-probe delays 

presented here due to the long lifetimes which are on the order of 1.7 ns, 3.9 ns and 7.7 ns 

for the 3p, 4p and 5p excitations, respectively.35,44,45  

In contrast, the photoelectron images of helium droplets show significantly 

different features and trends. At negative pump-probe delay times (IR pulse precedes 

EUV pulse) only one strong peak is observed at the center of the detector. This feature 

corresponds to the one-photon EUV photoelectron spectrum that has previously been 

observed in synchrotron-based photoionization studies20 with dominant contributions 

below ~1 meV kinetic energy. Droplets that have not been excited by an EUV photon are 
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transparent to the IR probe beam.1 Therefore, no effect of the IR beam on the droplet 

photoelectron images is observed for negative pump-probe delay times.  

The images change dramatically as soon as the pump- and probe-beams overlap in 

time, and time-dependent changes in the photoelectron images are readily discernible 

over hundreds of femtoseconds for positive pump-probe delays. A broad ring covering a 

detector area similar to the atomic Rydberg 1s4p and 1s5p photoionization peaks 

dominates the images at time delays below ~250 fs. The intensity of the ring decays 

rapidly with increasing time delay and becomes weak compared to the sharply structured 

features that correspond to photoemission along the light polarization vector. These 

features have a striking resemblance to the atomic helium photoelectron images and 

dominate the droplet spectra for time delays beyond ~500 fs. The signal intensity in the 

image center region exhibits transient changes, which are complementary to those of the 

signal in the outer detector regions. Depletion of the center signal at time-delays ≤250 fs 

is followed by a significant enhancement at longer delays that approaches its asymptotic 

limit on a picosecond time scale. 

In order to maximize the contrast between dynamics of different image 

contributions in the subsequent analysis, different angular emission angle ranges will be 

distinguished as sketched in Fig. 3. The “parallel range” (PR) includes all emission 

angles within ±40° cones around the light polarization vector. The “sideways range” (SR) 

includes all emission angles within ranges 54°< θ < 70° and -70°< θ < -54° relative to the 

light polarization vector. The ranges have been chosen such that they include maximum 

(PR) and minimum (SR) contributions from purely atomic PADs, respectively. To guide 

the eye, an ideal d-wave PAD (angular momentum and projection quantum numbers l=2, 
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m=0) has been included in Fig. 3. From the work of Haber et al.35 it is known that this is 

the dominant PAD contribution from atomic helium, in agreement with the measurements 

presented here. 

The 2D false color plots in Figs. 4a,b show the transient photoelectron kinetic 

energy spectra for PR and SR angular emission directions. The spectra were derived by 

applying an inverse Abel transform to the raw photoelectron images employing a so-

called BASEX basis function set.46 This inversion procedure results in 2D images in 

which the radial coordinate (distance from the image center) corresponds to the electron 

momentum and the angular distribution in the image plane directly corresponds to the 

PAD in 3D space. Figs. 4a,b are the result of an integration of the inverted images over 

the two different angular emission ranges indicated in Fig. 3. The spectra in Figs. 4d,e,f 

on the right hand side of Fig. 4 are generated by integrating the 2D intensity distributions 

on the left hand side over pump-probe time delays 0 fs ≤ Δt ≤ 500 fs. 

The ring-shaped structure, which is characteristic for the raw droplet images in 

Fig. 3, appears as a broad horizontal band at early pump-probe delay times in Figs. 4 a,b. 

At time delays beyond ~2 ps, the electron momentum distribution in Fig. 4a is clearly 

dominated by two well-defined structures. In contrast, Fig. 4b shows only very weak 

signal at these longer times. The distinction becomes even more evident in Fig. 4c, which 

shows the difference of Figs. 4a and 4b, normalized to the same integration area on the 

detector. The spectral structure of the difference is very similar to an atomic helium 

spectrum (Fig. 4f). The indicated peak positions correspond to photoionization of atomic 

Rydberg states with electron configurations 1s4p (1P), and 1s5p (1P), respectively, by an 

IR probe photon. 
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B. Analysis 

In order to perform a quantitative analysis of the timescales and relative 

contributions of different spectral features, the spectral intensities of Figs. 4a-c are 

integrated over momentum ranges covered by the photoelectron peaks marked with 4p 

and 5p. The results are shown in Figs. 5a-c. The transient signals of PR and SR electrons 

both comprise a fast (~280 fs) decaying component and a component that decays on a 

considerably slower timescale (~2.8 ps). Remarkably, the difference between the curves 

(after normalization to identical detector integration areas, Fig. 5c) does not show any of 

the decay that is very prominent in the PR and SR components. Consequently, the 

decaying components have similar intensities per unit emission angle for both parallel 

and sideways emission angles. Given the geometry of the setup, including the parallel 

alignment of pump- and probe-beam polarization vectors, we conclude that the decaying 

components correspond to an isotropic PAD with a broad kinetic energy distribution as 

shown in Figs. 4b,e.  

The solid curves in Fig. 5 are the result of a fit to a model function that represents 

the sum of three transient contributions: two single-exponential decays with decay time 

constants of τ1=280 fs and τ 2=2.8 ps and a step function which is zero at negative time 

delays and has a constant value A3>0 at positive time delays. The use of a step function 

as the third component that describes the asymptotic behavior of the PR and SR transients 

was derived from Fig. 5c. It shows that the difference between the signals in parallel and 

sideways emission directions can be well described by a function that rises instantly to a 

constant value within our experimental resolution. All contributions have been 
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convoluted with the apparatus function during the fit procedure. The different 

components of the fit function are indicated as dashed lines in Fig. 5. By performing fits 

to the data using the same model function and a variety of different but fixed time scales, 

the true timescales are estimated to be within the limits of τ1=280 fs +100 fs/-50 fs and 

τ2=2.8 ps ± 0.4 ps. 

We note that due to a mathematical ambiguity, identical fit qualities can by 

achieved by describing the decay behavior by either a parallel or a sequential model. In 

the parallel model, two single exponential decay functions with independent time 

constants are employed, corresponding to the physical model of two independent decay 

processes that proceed on different time scales. Before convolution with the apparatus 

function, the fit function is: 
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The amplitudes A1,2,3 and the time constants τ1,2 are free fit parameters. In the 

sequential model, a single exponential decay described by τ1 and a double exponential 

decay containing both τ1
 and τ2 are employed. In this model, the two decay processes are 

correlated such that the decay of an initially excited state within τ1 feeds population into 

an intermediate state, which decays within a time scale τ2: 
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Provided A1>0, equations (1) and (2) lead to identical fit qualities, the fit results 

only differ in the magnitudes of A1 and A2. 

Of particular interest for the droplet photoionization dynamics is the transient 

intensity of the photoelectron signal at the center of the detector. This is the only signal 
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observed for one-photon EUV photoionization below the IP of atomic helium.20 Fig. 6a 

shows the ratio of the pump-probe signal and the signal that is observed for excitation 

with the EUV pump pulse only: Icenter(Δt)=I(pump+probe, Δt)/I(pump). The decrease in 

intensity just after zero pump-probe delay corresponds to the anticipated depletion of the 

ultraslow photoelectron signal. The observation of values Ic(Δt)>1 for Δt>200 fs, 

however, is entirely unexpected. Fig. 6a shows that the rise of Ic to greater positive time 

delays indeed continues over an extended period of time and can be described by the sum 

of two exponentially rising contributions, characterized by the time constants 

τ4=140 fs ± 40 fs and τ5=2.5 ps +0.4 ps/-0.2 ps. Note that τ5 is very similar to the time 

constant that describes the slowly decaying component in Fig. 5. Remarkably, the 

photoelectron spectrum associated with the additional amount of slow electrons in the 

pump-probe experiment is indistinguishable from the photoelectron spectrum generated 

by the EUV pump pulse alone (Fig. 6b).  

In summary, the main results of this analysis can be categorized into three spectral 

signatures of droplet relaxation dynamics: 1) an isotropically emitted, energetically broad 

photoemission band exhibiting dynamics that are predominantly described by the sum of 

a fast (~280 fs) and a slowly (~2.8 ps) decaying component. 2) An instantly rising 

photoelectron signal characterized by a kinetic energy spectrum corresponding to 

production of atomic 1s4p and 1s5p states, and an angular distribution that is similar to 

that of isolated helium atoms. 3) A very low energy photoelectron component that shows 

a complex transient behavior. Depletion of the signal at small pump-probe time delays 

(<200 fs) is followed by an overshoot of the signal compared to negative time delays. 

The signal continues to rise for longer time delays and can be well described by 
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contributions from two exponentially rising components with time constants of 

τ4=140 fs ± 40 fs and τ5=2.5 ps +0.4 ps/-0.2 ps.  

 

IV. Discussion 

A. Relaxation from the upper to the lower electronic band 

Excitation of the droplet in the absorption band centered around 23.8 eV 

populates states that encompass a sufficiently large number of atoms to form a 

continuous electronic band. The decay of this initially excited band is marked by two 

significantly different time scales, 280 fs and 2.8 ps. The longer time constant also 

describes, within the error of the measurements, the long-term rise of the ultraslow 

electron peak beyond the intensity that is induced by a single EUV photon excitation of 

the droplet. This result implies that the slow decay of the excited state populates a state 

that, when excited by the IR probe pulse, produces very slow electrons whose kinetic 

energy spectrum is indistinguishable from those produced by the EUV pulse alone 

(Fig. 6b).  

A mechanism consistent with these observations in shown in Fig. 8, in which we 

suggest that the excitation state around 23.8 eV undergoes a radiationless transition to a 

lower-lying excited state of the droplet. This lower state then absorbs a probe photon to 

re-populate the initially excited state, which can then decay by slow electron emission 

just as in the EUV-only experiment. As shown in the left panel of Fig. 8, there is a lower-

lying droplet excited state responsible for a broad absorption band centered at 21.6 eV47 

that is in the right energy range for this mechanism to be feasible. The probe-pulse 

induced enhancement of the ultraslow photoelectron signal amounts to almost 70% of the 
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single EUV photon induced intensity. This suggests that relaxation from the upper into 

the lower electronic band is fast compared to the emission process of the ultraslow 

photoelectrons. In other words, photoemission is a minor droplet relaxation mechanism 

compared to interband relaxation. 

 

B. Parallel vs. sequential relaxation mechanisms 

While the slower 2.8 ps time scale for relaxation from the upper electron band is 

reflected in the long-term rise of the ultraslow photoelectron signal, no rising component 

is detected that would complement the short 280 fs decay time constant. One possible 

scenario that is compatible with this observation is that the short and the long time 

constant are associated with two independent physical processes that both commence 

instantaneously after EUV excitation of the droplet but then progress on different time 

scales (Eqn. 1, Fig. 8a) and lead to different products. In this scenario, only the slower 

process leads to the population of the lower electron band and the corresponding 

additional intensity in the slow electron peak while the faster process does not. The short 

time scale could, for example, be associated with the emission of excited helium 

fragments that have been detected by Möller and co-workers.18 Upon emission of excited 

helium atoms and molecules, most of the electronic excitation energy would be 

transferred to the emitted fragments, leaving the droplet in a state that cannot be re-

excited to energies above the IP by the IR probe pulse. This would lead to the observed 

absence of the 280 fs time scale in the slow electron signal overshoot. In contrast, excited 

He*(1snl, n>2) atoms that are emitted by the droplet can be ionized by the probe pulse 

and would lead to long-lived spectral features similar to those detected in pump-probe 
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experiments on isolated He atoms, as has been observed in the droplet measurements 

(Figs. 3-5). However, no evidence for a 280 fs rise time of the long-lived spectral 

components has been observed; instead these components seem to emerge within the time 

resolution of the experiment (~100fs, Fig. 5c). Consequently, the 280 fs decay would 

have to result in the population of a possible dark state that cannot be ionized with the IR 

probe pulse. Furthermore, the parallel relaxation model requires the initial excitation of 

two independent states within the upper electronic band that have very similar 

photoelectron spectra and PADs but that decay on time scales that differ by an order of 

magnitude. This might be possible but requires the additional assumption that two states 

with similar electronic characters within the droplet are decaying via significantly 

different mechanisms. To conclude, the physical picture that emerges from the 

implementation of the parallel model is rather complex and requires the existence of a 

dark state that is populated by the 280 fs decay and that cannot be ionized by the probe 

pulse. 

An alternative droplet relaxation mechanism is sketched in Fig. 8b. In this case, 

initial droplet excitation is followed by a population transfer within the upper electronic 

band proceeding on a time scale of ~280 fs. This intraband transition is followed by 

relaxation to the lower electronic band on a time scale of ~2.8 ps (Eqn. 2). This 

sequential model naturally explains the absence of a 280 fs rising component in the slow 

electron transient since the model function that describes the product growth from a 

sequential relaxation mechanism comprised of an initial fast (τ1) and a slow (τ2) decay 

process does not contain a rising slope that directly reproduces the shorter time scale: 
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Note that for τ1 <<τ2, this expression does not differ significantly from a single 

exponential rise with time constant τ2. Within the experimental errors, the description of 

the ps-range slope of the data presented in Fig. 6a by Eqn. 3 leads to the same fit quality 

as a description by a single exponential rise. 

The parallel and the sequential models yield the same fit qualities but their 

physical interpretations differ in complexity. The sequential model is more appealing 

since it requires a less complex physical description and no hypothesized dark states in 

order to explain the lack of a 280 fs rise time in any of the photoelectron signals. In 

particular the absence of dark states in the sequential model is a significant advantage of 

this mechanism since one of the strengths of a photoionization experiment is that there 

are in principle no dark states within the limits of energy conservation. 

A more detailed picture of the microscopic physical processes that are associated 

with the intraband and interband relaxations would be desirable. Theoretical and 

experimental studies of Apkarian, Janda, Halberstadt and co-workers48-50 on small He 

clusters and bulk liquid helium indicate that electron hole delocalization and dimerization 

to form He2
+ after removal of an electron proceed on time scales on the order of several 

100 fs or less. Apkarian et al.51 observed a 3.5 ps decay time constant in femtosecond 

time-resolved laser induced fluorescence (LIF) studies on triplet state excimers in liquid 

helium. The decay was interpreted as the relaxation time of a bubble around the excited 

He dimer to accommodate a change in the electronic density distribution upon excitation 

from the a(2s) to the c(3p) state. Theoretical studies of Eloranta, Apkarian, Rosenblit, and 
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Jortner predict electron bubble relaxation time scales between ~9 ps and ~130 ps.52,53 

While it seems tempting to associate some of these timescales with the dynamics 

observed in our measurements, analogies between the different studies have to be drawn 

with great care. More experimental and, in particular, theoretical studies will be needed to 

disentangle the fundamental processes that underlie the cyclic excitation-relaxation 

scheme that has been presented in this work. 

 

C. Indirect ionization mechanism 

The details of the indirect ionization process remain elusive. The superposition of 

several signals in the ultraslow photoelectron peak voids the determination of a unique 

timescale for the indirect ionization mechanism. Yet, the magnitude of the ultraslow 

photoelectron signal overshoot towards long pump-probe time delays suggests that the 

indirect ionization mechanism is a minor process compared to relaxation from the upper 

to the lower electronic band of the droplet. In other words, photoemission proceeds at a 

lower rate than interband relaxation. We therefore conservatively use the interband 

relaxation rate as an upper bound for the photoemission rate and, equivalently, the 

interband relaxation time of 2.8 ps as a lower bound for the duration of the indirect 

photoemission process. In both the parallel and the sequential model, photoemission can 

then be included as a minor product channel that is accessible as long as the droplet is in 

an excited state within the upper electronic band. 

The origin of the initial ~140 fs rise of the slow photoelectron signal (Fig. 6a) is 

still to be determined. One possibility is that it corresponds to the photoelectron signal 

from an additional product channel such as excited He* atoms in the triplet coupled 
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1s3p (3P) state. This product has been observed by Möller et al.18 in the relaxation of 

large helium clusters and its IP corresponds exactly to the center probe photon energy in 

our experiment which would explain its contribution to a very slow photoelectron signal. 

Other explanations for the 140 fs rise are conceivable but they require the use of more 

complex dynamical models such as a sequential process involving three consecutive 

transitions between a total of four states, which makes them less favorable. 

 

D. Atomic Rydberg states 

The energy and angular distributions of the sharp structures in the droplet 

photoelectron images (Figs. 3, 4f) and their association with long lived product states 

(Figs. 4c,f, 5c) suggest that these spectral contributions originate from isolated helium 

atoms. Theoretically, it cannot be excluded that this signal stems from a contamination of 

the droplet beam by isolated helium atoms or from background helium gas in the 

experimental chamber. However, from measured cluster size distributions54,55 we do not 

expect a significant contribution of atoms in the cluster beam. Furthermore, the PAD 

generated by the 17th harmonic leakage of the multilayer mirror is isotropic (not shown), 

which indicates that there is no prominent contribution of isolated helium atoms in the 

interaction volume that would otherwise produce an anisotropic PAD corresponding to an 

outgoing p-wave from direct He1s ionization. 

Identifying excited droplets as the origin of the excited helium atoms suggests that 

the latter correspond to the He* atoms whose emission was first identified by the Möller 

group as a dominant droplet relaxation mechanism.18 The prompt rise of their spectral 

signature (Fig. 5c) indicates a very short emission time on the order of the experimental 
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time resolution (100 fs). Within the precision of the experiment, this agrees with the 

140 fs rise time of a possible Rydberg atom contribution to the slow electron signal 

discussed in the last section. We therefore tentatively propose a He* emission time scale 

on the order of 140 fs. This rather short timescale suggests that the He* atoms observed 

in this study are created at the droplet surface and are not transferred from the bulk to the 

surface by a more time-consuming bubble transport mechanism.27 We note that a time 

scale of 180 fs has been observed by Stienkemeier and co-workers56 for the desorption of 

K*He exciplexes formed on the surface of helium droplets by electronic excitation of the 

potassium dopant. While this process is different from EUV excitation of the entire 

droplet, the results demonstrate that the repulsive interaction between neutral excited 

species and the droplet surface can generate atom and molecule ejection timescales in the 

range of those reported here. Our experiments do not exclude the existence of a bubble 

transport mechanism, but its investigation would require much larger pump-probe time 

delays than the ones used here. 

 

 

V. Conclusion 

Femtosecond time-resolved photoelectron images of electronically excited helium 

droplets with an average size of ~2x106 atoms have been recorded. Emission of ultraslow 

photoelectrons after EUV excitation at 23.8 eV is suppressed by the IR probe photon at 

pump-probe time delays of less than 200 fs and enhanced for larger delays. This finding 

is explained by an interband relaxation mechanism that transfers population from the 

upper to the lower electronic band on a time scale of 2.8 ps ± 0.4 ps. This relaxation 
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pathway is significantly more efficient than the photoemission process, yielding a 

conservative estimate of the lower bound for the photoemission time scale of 2.8 ps. A 

second relaxation mechanism is proceeding on a time scale of 280 fs +100 fs/-50 fs. It is 

yet to be determined if the two time scales are due to the existence of two fairly 

independent relaxation processes within the droplet, or if they are correlated by a 

sequential relaxation scheme in which a fast primary intraband decay is followed by a 

slower interband transition. The simplicity of the physical picture that is associated with 

the sequential model and the absence of any dark states in this description make it more 

appealing than the parallel model but further studies are needed to find hard evidence in 

favor of one or the other mechanism. A promptly rising photoelectron signal reminiscent 

of the spectroscopic footprint of isolated helium atoms indicates a rapid ejection of 

excited He* fragments from the droplet. The short appearance time on the order of 140 fs 

suggests that the atoms are ejected from the droplet surface and are not being transferred 

from the bulk to the surface in a more time-consuming bubble transport mechanism. 

The wealth of new insights into the droplet relaxation dynamics that has been 

facilitated by the first time-domain study in the EUV is very encouraging. Nevertheless, 

it has also become evident that more experimental and in particular theoretical work is 

needed to uniquely identify the mechanism(s) that leads to the emission of electrons as 

well as Rydberg atoms and molecules after electronic excitation of pure helium droplets. 

Both efforts are under way: A combination of photoelectron imaging experiments with 

higher probe photon energies and transient ion imaging measurements will help to 

disentangle so-far ambiguous results such as the timescale of the droplet ionization 

process. Droplet size dependent studies will show to what extend the distinction between 
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the surface and the bulk region of the nanodroplets plays a role in the relaxation 

dynamics. Ab-initio calculations on electronically excited droplet states and ro-

vibronically excited fragments will provide an independent guidance for the 

interpretation of the experimental data. 
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Figure 1. Femtosecond EUV pump - IR probe scheme to follow the relaxation dynamics of 
electronically excited helium droplets in real-time. 
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Figure 2. Setup to perform femtosecond time-resolved EUV photoelectron imaging 
experiments. The inset shows a high-order harmonic spectrum recorded in between the 
EUV-IR beam-combiner and the multilayer mirror. 
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Figure 3. Femtosecond time-resolved photoelectron images of electronically excited helium 
droplets (upper row) and helium atoms. Pump and probe photon energies are centered at 
23.7 eV and 1.58 eV, respectively. Pump-probe time delays are noted above. Note that for 
time delays ≥0 fs the sequence of images shows the difference between the “pump+probe” 
and “pump only” signals. The measurements for the fast photoelectrons in the outer regions 
of the detector and the center peak (insets) were performed separately to avoid saturation 
effects and MCP damage. The black areas in the center of the larger images are caused by a 
mask that covered the intense slow electron peak during the fast electron measurements. 
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Figure 4. Left column: pump-probe time-delay-dependent photoelectron spectra: 
a) He droplet parallel emission, b) He droplet sideways emission, c) difference 
between signals in a) and b). Integration over delays 0 fs ≤ Δt ≤ 500 fs in a), b), c) 
yields spectra d), e), f), respectively. The orange filled graph in f) shows a pump-
probe photoelectron spectrum of isolated He atoms. 
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Figure 5. Transient intensities in the np-1(n=4,5) photoelectron peak 
regions; a) parallel emission, b) sideways emission, c) difference 
between a) and b) normalized to equal emission angle ranges. Solid 
curves are fits to model functions comprised of a fast decaying 
component, a slowly decaying component and a step function, 
convoluted with the apparatus function. Components are shown as 
dashed curves. 
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Figure 6. a) Transient intensity of the ultraslow photoelectron signal. 
The pump-probe signal is given relative to the signal induced by a 
single EUV pulse. b) Comparison of the ultraslow photoelectron peak 
measured by excitation with the pump pulse only (dotted) and the 
additional peak intensity that is induced by applying a probe pulse at 
~100 ps pump-probe time delay (solid). 
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Figure 7. Proposed models for droplet relaxation mechanism. a) In the 
parallel model, two relaxation mechanisms with different time scales are 
initiated by the EUV excitation. b) In the sequential model, a fast intraband 
relaxation is followed by a slower interband relaxation. In both models, the 
droplet can be re-excited to the upper band by the IR probe pulse after 
relaxation to the lower electronic band. 


